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everything I've said to you
whether you were wasted
still...you should've heard them through
I'd give it all to understand
this feeling for you I can't pretend
I can't depend, I just can't press rewind...

but I'll figure out why I act like a child
just to feel for you
it's not a choice I made
but every moment seems like you're here with me
today...my eyes will burn when I see your face

can you prove me wrong?
can you tell me that it was all just a mistake?
it was just one night I thought...
I thought too much
and now I love the drunk you

I wander home and stay up late
the brightest star keeps me awake
with a painted picture of the night we spent
and glass is breaking in my car
just from wondering where you are
when all the lights went out, it's just regret

my motions ache
and there's flooding in this room from all the
heartbreak
so when I'm wrong about these actions that had once
took place
my eyes will burn when I see your face

these hands are cold
and the warmth of your body doesn't help at all
when I'm trying to sink into your broken heart
I should've stayed away, I knew from the start
that you would only think that I was a mistake

can you prove me wrong? (no!)
can you tell me that it was all just a mistake?
just one night I thought
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I thought too much
and now I love the drunk you

you drank the night away (the drunk you)
a shot of whiskey mixed with all the words you say
you drank the night away (the drunk you)
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